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A general consensus persists among business leaders that the HR profession has so far
fallen short of making a real impact - Korn Ferry
Last year, we identified that HR had done a good job of managing its budget, but was not
improving impact to the business or employees - PwC
Maximizing the effectiveness of the HR function can increase business unit revenue and
profit by up to 7% and 9%, respectively. But the majority of HR Transformations fail. HR
effectiveness has declined 8% over the past three years, and HR lags all other functions
with only 15% of its high performers capable of succeeding in today's dynamic, complex
work environment – CEB Gartner
I love my HR guy, but boy, I hate HR! – A Fortune 500 CXO.
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These are just a few statements I could pull within five
minutes of googling “HR Effectiveness.” I did not even go
to the second search page. This quick search confirmed
what I’ve experienced in my interactions with business
executives and consultants. There is no dearth of so
called experts telling the HR professional community how
bad it is, and how it needs to really “understand the
business” and become a “strategic business partner.”
Complaining about the incompetence of HR, and
preaching to them about how they need to be more
relevant to the business has become a favorite pastime of
executives and employees worldwide.

shaping the success of their organization. Google,
Netflix, Salesforce, Boston Consulting Group, Mayo
Clinic and many others get it. They understand how
important HR strategy is to their business success; and
do what they need to do to develop strategic
partnership capability within their HR department. In
other words, they get the HR they ask for and cultivate!

Lately, this trend seems to be gathering even more steam.
As scores of business executives increasingly find
themselves out of jobs thanks to the nature of today’s
economy, many turn to becoming consultants, citing their
“decades of business experience.” And many find it
convenient to teach HR what (according to them) HR
doesn’t know. It doesn’t matter if these executives have
no proven track record as great business leaders
themselves, they are quick to teach HR.

1. Clearly define the role your human capital
(employees) play in the success of your
business:
a. What capabilities must all employees
exhibit?
b. How to build (or buy) those capabilities?
c. What values should define your culture?
d. What financial and non-financial reward
systems must be in place to enable desired
behavior?
2. Clearly define what you need from your HR
Head and the function in general.
3. Find the right HR head – yes, there are plenty
of smart, strategic people available. You just
have to find them; and be willing to pay what it
takes to attract the best of the best.
4. Hold HR to high standards of strategic
contribution. Expect them to perform.

Frankly, I am getting tired of this endless HR bashing…..
Yes, it is true that HR professionals must ask themselves
how effective their practices have been in the past, how
the world is changing, and what they need to do to be
relevant and effective. But business leaders need to
understand one thing too: You get the HR you ask for
and cultivate. If you look at HR simply as an admin
function, then that’s what you’re going to get. If you look
at HR as incapable of contributing to strategic growth,
then that’s what you’re going to get. If you look at HR as
someone who does the dirty work of firing difficult people
and cleaning up messes, then that’s what you’re going to
get. In short, you need to play your part if you want a
strategic partner in HR.
The old economy was powered by competitive advantage
created by intellectual and financial capital. Those that
had better access to knowledge or money thrived more
than others. Today, both knowledge and money are freely
available – it is your people that make a difference. So, to
begin with, as a CXO you must demand and expect
strategic partnership from HR. Ask how you will turn your
people into your biggest competitive advantage and
involve HR in direction setting, decision making, and
execution. CEOs like Travis Kalanick of Uber and Oscar
Munoz of United Airlines don’t seem to understand this;
and have destroyed significant value for their
organizations. Smart CEOs use HR as an equal partner in

So how can you cultivate the right HR in your
organization as a CXO? Here are a few tips:

So, the next time you find yourself cursing how bad your
HR department is, ask yourself: What do I need to do to
get the right HR function? If you really want to succeed,
make sure that your answer is 100% honest, and that
your own behavior and thinking is not part of the
problem. As they say, it takes two hands to clap.

This article was originally published on Forbes.com on Feb 20, 2018 and can be accessed here - Article
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